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Directive
prohibits
Beyond
business

Student fee
repeal may
reach ballot

Blowin’ the ivories
14,

By David Barry
and Judith Faught
Daily staff writers
The Associated Students Board of
Directors passed a legislative directive
forbidding the A.S. Program Board
from working with One Step Beyond.
a Santa Clara nightclub.
The directive, passed last week.
prohibits the program board from
doing any business with the club "now
or in the future."
It is the result of a financial conflict which arose between the two parties concerning their co-sponsorship of
an Oct. 20 concert at the San Jose
Civic Auditorium featuring the hand
Berlin.
Until three weeks ago. One Step
Beyond owed the program hoard
$18,459.38. To collect its money, the
Program Board filed a complaint in
Santa Clara Superior Court on Feb. 6.
The complaint was dropped when
the nightclub paid the program hoard
$14,563.83 of the owed amount on
Feb. 17. Club owner Stan Kent delivered a check for $4,458.78 to cover
the balance on March 2.
Despite completion of the payment, the A.S. board of directors presented and passed the directive by a
10-1-0 vote. The idea of terminating
relations was first suggested by the
board of directors at a closed session
two weeks ago, said A.S. program
See NIGHTCLUB, page 3

Signatures of club’s
petition to be validated
before general election
By Larry Aragon and DaYid Barry
Daily staff writers
A campus club’s petition to repeal last year’s litt student association
tee increase can he included as an init !at I \ e on the March 25 and 26 general
election ballot.
But first. 563 of the 760 signatures on the Students or Responsible
Government petition must he checked
tor validity.
The initiative must also he appro% ed hv
(he Asmis.laied SititienN
I’leclitin lio,ti-,I

A.S. Election

Cartoon
results in
suspensions
By Tom Dunlap
Daily staff writer
Three student editors have been
suspended, two at one campus and one
at another, as a result of running the
same editorial cartoon that some considered racially offensive.
The cartoon, drawn by UCLA
student
Bruce
Finebaum,
first
appeared in the UCLA Daily Bruin last
month. Two days later. UCLA’s Communications Board suspended editor
See CARTOON, page 3
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George Sakkestad Daily staff photographer
Greg Ellis, a junior majoring in music, plays a jazz -fusion tune on his Melodion. Ellis is a member of the
band, Blaze, which has recently played at the Spartan l’ub and other local nightcluhs in San Jose.
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to President Gail Fullerton who will
forward it to California State University Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds for
final approval or rejection.
A.S. adviser Jim Cellini made
these announcements Thursday at an
election board meeting.
Cellini sought legal advice concerning the document’s two main
clauses from Bruce Richardson, general counsel to SJSU and assistant general counsel to the CSU system.
Cellini asked Richardson’s advice
to determine if the petition complied
with the state education code.
The code lists procedures only for
"establishing." "increasing" and
"abolishing" student fees, hut the petition calls for a "repeal" of fees. Cellini said.
The election hoard was not sure if
it should use the "abolishment" procedure, which requires a petition of
signatures from 10 percent of the student population, he said.
That method would have required
the club to collect approximately
2.700 signatures.

Bill Itishardson said the petition
need mils comply with the procedure
loran increase.
The procedure requires a petition
to has e signatures trom 25 percent ol
the students who voted in the last general election. Cellini said. That number is :s6
Cellini’s assistant Penny Terry is
scheduled to work with Admissions
and Records ioday ii, verily the 760
Social Security numhers ’it students
1%110 signed the petition
The process should he completed
by Wednesday . Cellini said
Richardson also told Cellini the
second clause of the petition should
not be included in the initiative
The clause states any Mime fee
increase must he approved hy a twothirds vote in a general election and a
three -fourths vote in a special election.
But the education code states a
fee increase need only he approved by
a simple majority .
Club members Paul Romero and
Steve Cressy said they did not consult
the education code when writing the
petition.
The introduction to the petition
also should not he included on the ballot, Cellini said. That paragraph deals
with the conduct of the A.S.
At Wednesday’s A.S. hoard of
directors meeting. Nandor Krause,
A.S. director of rights and responsibilites. questioned whether an altered
petition can appear on a ballot.
Cellini said Krause’s point would
have to he referred to the A.S. judiciary because the election code does
not address it.
Krause will meet with the judiciary as soon as he asks the judiciary to
convene, Torn Boothe. A.S. president
said Friday.
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Record store decision
to go before students
By Judith Faught
Daily staff writer
Students will have the opportunity to decide on whether they want
the Associated Students to establish a
record store on campus during the
A.S. elections on March 25 and 26.
The A.S. hoard of directors last
week passed a resolution whether to
establish an A.S.-sponsored record
store on campus.
The resolution places the issue on
the general election ballot. Its passage
has squelched concerns of a possible
special election that would have cost
the A.S. at least $400.
The resolution was one of two
concerning a campus record store proposal presented to the hoard on March
11.
The adopted resolution was submitted by A.S. Vice President Roger

Wert. The other was written by Paul
Morris. an SJSU student who has been
advocating the establishment of a campus record store for the past two semesters.
Morris had wanted his resolution
adopted rather than Wen’s and questioned why his resolution was not presented for a formal vote.
"It seems to me that there was an
opportunity to submit (the resolution)
and that would he only fair. Morris
said.
"(Morris’ resolution) was submitted to everyone." Wert said. "I entertained a motion for a resolution and
at that time someone could have
moved that resolution," which did not
occur.
During discussion before the vote
was taken, Wen said, "in case lisps is
voted down, that could he reiiiiro.

Today’s profiles see
page 6’

Associated Students campaign
kicks off with ’musical chairs’

duced. It could also he introduced as a
substitute resolution.’’
With the approval of Wen’s resolution, the following wording will appear on the ballot:
"The Associated Students shall
not participate in. provide funds for, or
otherwise encourage the lOrmation of a
record store on the SJSU campus."
Morris told the board that he objected to the language that will he on
the ballot.
"The reading of the ballot issue
seems to prejudge the value of it."
Morris said. "The simplest thing
would he to eliminate the word ’not’."
Wert told Morris the ballot issue
was worded according to the sentiment
of the board members.
"This is the language which our
See RECORD STORE, page 3

By Larry Aragon
Daily staff writer
A campus political party has made a number of
changes in its slate for the March 25 and 26 Associated Students Board of Directors election.
Two of ASAP’s original candidates have changed positions, while three have been added and four are no longer
in the running.
"I think the party is stronger for it, said Susan Chargin. ASAP’s presidential candidate. "I think it is a positive
change, and I think we have some very qualified people."
Kelly Hogan, who was previously the candidate for director of student services, is now running for director of
business affairs because the original candidate. Denise
Schnutenhaus, is graduating before fall semester.
Bruce Mobley, president of Sigma Nu fraternity, was
tentatively set to run for the position but decided to withdraw, Chargin said. Todd Worthe is now the candidate for
director of student services.
Dina Braun, ASAP’s original candidate for director of
communications, replaced David Lawrence. candidate for

director ot student rights and reponsihilities lwrinise he is
also graduating before tall semester
’We felt that if we run someone. they should he committed to the entire year.’ ’ Charein said.
’’Since they are graduating in the tall. it is possible that
they could be there tOr the semester. hut I would rather have
someone who can he there the whole year.’ she added.
Rob Franco will fill Braun’s original slot for director of
communications.
"Dina was willing to move because Rob has a lot of
experience and he is a senior in communications." Chargin
said.
Romeo A. Evalle. who was the ASAP candidate for director of community affairs, gave up his position to Phil
Mc Avoy because of schedule conflicts.
Theodore Bundesen. one of ASAP’s original three
candidates for academic senator also withdrew. His position
will be tilled by Frank Martin.
Although the party has more potential candidates,
ASAP will most likely not try to fill its four unfilled slots
for two academic senator rms,,tions. Chargin said.

Associated Students election process varies among California universities
By Larry Aragon
Daily staff writer
To many students, the upcoming election
for the Associated Students is shrouded in
darkness.
The following material should shed some
light on the event. It includes comparisons of
election procedures from other universities.

Campaigns
Candidates will have about one week to
campaign before the general election March 25
and 26.
At California State University at Hayward, candidates are able to campaign for one
month before May elections. said Damone
Hale. A.S. adviser at Cal State Hayward.

In the past. Cal State Hayward students
were given two weeks to campaign, hut the
system was changed three years ago to give
them more time to address issues and have debates. Hale said.
"It takes away the madness and intensity," he said.
Al San Francisco State University, students campaign for two weeks before November elections, said Mary Feccia, A.S. treasurer
at San Francisco State.
Elections are held early at San Francisco
State "to give people in office the chance to
orient those who are incoming," Feccia said.

Bylaws
MU A.S. elections are run in accordance

with three documents: the A.S. constitution,
Act 9 and Act 23.
Act 9 is the election code and Act 23 is the
election hoard code.
The A.S. board of directors amended Act
9 in December

Spending limits
Increasing the spending limit for candidates was the "most significant change" of
Act 9. said Jim Cellini. A.S. adviser.
The code previously limited a candidate’s
expenditures, depending on the site of his
party and the office for which he was running.
Under the old rules a party with a full slate was
allowed to spend $1.000 and an independent
was allowed to spend $75.

The limit for both independents and parties was increased to $3.0(X) to make the restrictions more equitable. Cellini said.
Candidates do not receive funds from
A.S. and can only receive money from "students or recognimd campus organitations at
MU," according to Act 9.
"Materials and services supplied to any
campaign are considered contributions and
must be evaluated at the fair market value and
counted as expenditures." the act states.
The A.S. spending limit at San Francisco
State is $200 for independents and 54411 for
slates. Feccia said.
The A.S. spending limit for all candidates
at Cal State Hayward is $500, Hale said.
Cal State Hayward’s election committee is

considering eliminating or increasing the 55(8)
limit because "it is really hard to enforce and
very subjective." he said
For example, a candidate once knew a
print shop owner and had three -color posters -- which would have cost approximately
$400 at most shops --- printed for $100. Hale
said.
Asked how SJSU’s A.S deals with the
above situation Cellini said: "We can’t. That’s
probably one of the reasons we put a 53.000
limit.
"We have to trust the parties and candidates to be honest in reporting their true contributions and expenditures and their true in -kind
donations," he said.
"If someone donates materials, labor and
See ELECTION. back page
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Editorial

Student editors should control content
suspension of two college newspaper ediThe
tors and an art director for publishing a political cartoon deemed "offensive" is a violation
of First Amendment rights.
UCLA Daily Bruin Editor-in -Chief Ron Bell
and the newspaper’s art director. Brian Fujimori.
were suspended in February. by the university’s
communications board for publishing a cartoon depicting a scenario criticiiing affirmative action programs. Although the communications board reseinded the suspension the next day and dropped
any plan to pursue further punishment after Bell secured legal counsel, it still issued an unwarranted
reprimand.
James Taranto. news editor for the Daily Sundial of California State University at Northridge.
wrote a column about the cartoon in the March 5
issue and printed a copy for relerence. Taranto is
currently serving a two-week suspension for running the cartoon without a disclaimer and for neglecting to siihnut it to a faculty adviser prior to
publication.
Both student newspapers operate under the
premise of complete autonomy wherein the editorial staff determines the standard of content. Yet
both editors were suspended. not because the cartoon was libelous and subject to legal action, but
because it offended segments of the universities*

populations.
A professional, privately owned, newspaper
would he protected by First Amendment rights for
publishing the cartoon, and would be subject to absolute!) no repercussions, suspensions or reprimands.
The same should apply to a student newspaper.
The editorial staff of a university paper is in a
lab situation that, ideally, should duplicate a prolessional one as closely as possible. A student editor
cannot function in an entirely professional manner
if his decisions are constantly under review by an
adviser or advisory board. Student editors at most
major universities, including SJSU, have corn pleted a series of courses that prepare them to make
sound itidgmlems on editorial content, and should
be trusted to do so without review or the threat of
prior restraint.
Because the Daily Sundial’s faculty adviser
and the UCLA communications board are the publishers of their respective newspapers, they would
have the right to protect themselves from legal ac tion if the cartoon were potentially libelous.
But the cartoon is certainly not libelous, and
what is "offensive" is a highly subjective determination -- a determination that should be en-

trusted to the editorial staff.

Self-inflicted pain yields no gain
A blade ii it ks the skin. blood ooves out and the pain is
satisfying. She cuts herself whenever life seems difficult because it makes her feel tooter. She is a self-mutilator.
Cutters or sell -inutdators are a growing group of young
people who slice and prick themselves in order to relieve
psychological pain Any sharp instrument, from a knife to a
razor to a pin. can he used to extract blood.
Nothing positive is derived from replacing psychological pain with ploy sical pain Both work the same way, destroying a person’s self-image and conlidence.
Slogans like "no pain, no gain" reinforce the belief
that pain enables a person to he more successful and in con-

Deborah G.
Guadan

trol. Forms of abuse are available worthless.
in every situation in life: at work,
Cutting may bring a rush of excitement or power to a
at home, from strangers and even pertain for the moment. In the long run, it feeds an endless
in the way a person takes care of cycle of self-destruction.
his health. Ni’ one should feel a need to hurt himself.
Self-mutilation is usually one small problem tied in
A person who takes pleasure in drawing his own blood with others such as substance abuse, said Lois Fiedler. assoneeds help, not more encouragement to hurt himself.
ciate director of SJSU’s counseling services.
Society prevents children from playing with sharp
An alarming note is the little research done on the subthings because they ’II hun themselkeS. Young adults under- ject identifies most self-mutilators as white, single women
stand what causes pain and still keep hurting themselves. in their late teens or early 20s. Women’s physical and menMaybe in our society it’s soder to he a child.
tal health problems are escalating and no one seems to know
how to stop them. Meanwhile, the pain of experiencing it
continues to ruin young lives.
At three o’clock in the afternoon, a young woman

turns on "The Oprah Winfrey Show." Two young women
start talking about why they cut themselves. One woman
was at work when the razor she used to open hoses slipped
and accidentally cut her. From that moment, she was
hooked on cutting.
The other woman explained how seeing herself bleed

gave her a sense of power and control. She couldn’t underoaand why the audience thinks it’s such a horrible act.
Both women talk about problems during their childhood which taught them to hate themselves.
Self-mutilators get to the point, they slash themselves
instead of becoming dependent on substances. Instead of
becoming addicted to something noticeable, they slash quietly and hide the marks.
One who cuts himself tells the world he is worthless.
Like eating disorders. sell -mutilation is difficult to understand. But even harder to understand is why people choose
to remain ignorant about the problem.

Education has lost its true meaning
Mar.v Ellen is .1 gradualing senior in nursing. Lately.
she has been daydreaming about herself. dressed up in black
cap and gown. recco. ’lig her diploma.
Commencement is in two weeks and she can hardly
wad for that day to come true

Then, she looks hack at her college year: general -education courses. assignments, graveyard nights working on

Ross
Tong

projects, tedious hours studying
for midterms. the "D" in algebra.
She is glad everything is
over because when she steps out of
school to become a "skilled professional." she will occupy
uations. Teachers. as mentors, should give students alternaherself with "more interesting" things
For her, school is merely a means to a particular tive ways of action.
Understanding needs no justification. However, little
goal - to gel a job. Soon, the education she received can
he translated into dollars and cents. She has then a basis or is done to stress on the excitement of learning. It is true that

Viewpoint

comparison because how much she earns tells her how well
involved she is in society.
Education as a means to pros ide opportunities tor better jobs is a tact. This society on competition to measure the
capacity ol an individual. Besides preparing individuals tor
speed IC lobs, education opens the door to explore reality
American educator John Dewey said, "A study is to he
considered as a means of bringing the child to realize the social scene 111 action "
During approximately hi years ol schooling, students

are guided t num generals to particulars They encounter new
concepts and ideas every day, and they are told to study the
material, do homework and prepare for tests. Their social
scene ot action boils down to that routine. Perspectives ot
the current society are lost to the chemical reaction, or to the
balance of an account, or to a mathematic equation and so
on
In his hook "Schooling and Society," Rodman B.
Webb said, "Recent studies indicate that Americans are becoming increasingly sell -oriented and find it difficult to fit
II students are not encourcomfortably into social roles
aged to v isualize society as pan sit themselves, they could
become the !inure machines.
The essence of education is understanding. Students
need to excercise their thinking abilities to confront new sit

Forum Policy

in murder to arouse interest, we need to focus on specific
goals, making a relationship more concrete.
Students deprive themselves fr um learning because
they cannot find a practical application of the concepts.
They excuse themselves from subjects indirectly related to
thetr concentrations because these have little value to them.
Along with these ideas, the purpose of education is lost.
It is undebatable that in order to motivate learning, we
need to set a goal in our lives. We also need to integrate new
ideas as part of the process of understanding. Aristotle, as
well as other philosophers, said our imagination must be as
clear as possible and that only with clear imagination can
understanding he.
Obviously. our society today does not demand every-

body to he a scientist or to he "know-it-alls." We have distinguished functions for every job, and we no longer depend
on lust sine person’s production. This has made us rely more
on our lobs as yardsticks of our pertormance Therelore,
our primary goals are focused on the material goods that a
icoh can bring. Success is interpreted as a tangible resource.
The spirit of learning has been buffered by the pressure

trom competition. What then is the function sit education’?
In ’’The IAN’S." Plato said a good education ennobles the
hotly and soul and gives them the greatest perfection and
beauty.

-

Ragged Right

The forum page IOTA all opportunity 10 C.viress tarts
on important issues.
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write letters
Its the editor. All letters must bear the writer’s name, major,
phone number and class lest’!. Phone numbers and anonymous letters will not be printed.
Deliver letters to the Daily (like on the NeCond floor of
Dwight Boort Hall, or at the ittlarmation center in the Student Union,
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit letters for
libel, length. taste and clarity.
Unsigned editorials, appearilll: ill Me upper-left corner, are the opinion y the Spartan Dolls editorial board.

Letters to the Editor
Writer should stop complaining

Viewpoint

Numbers in an article or a book keep an issue at a distance. Untonunately, there comes a time when experience
wakes a person up.
A triend calls one evening and needs to talk very desperately. He comes over. nervous and afraid to LA even
though he’s upset. Alter some inane chitchat he says he has
a problem which really scares him.
Earlier in the week. school and work problems reaIK
made him depressed. He was playing with a knile
Just
lightly cut himself on his arms. He displays his set of slash
marks. Actually. they look like scratches from a cat. But
they aren’t He was fully conscious and completely sober
and that’s scary.
when he did it
How does a person react when the,. find out a friend is
cutting himself’ The problem is most people never find out
because sell-mutilators will cut themselves anywhere on
their bodies. Once a person does find out the only thing he
can do is suggest counseling or medical help.
Still, it is a strange leeling to know someone who cuts
himself for some warped sense of punishment. No one
should him himsell hecause he was told ;Ind believes he is

Aii
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Editor,
Would you please ask Divya Jhala to sir in acting like a
baby. I’m tired of reading her whining soh stories about
how much tuition is for foreign students, and how had
Health Center staff attitudes are.
All this girl does is cry. If she can’t clean up a superficial cut on her own leg, then she deserves to he treated like a
little kid. Quit wasting the time of the nurses, Jhala. Next
time you want a motherly figure -- go home. And should
you stub your toe or jam your knuckles in the near future,
please don’t hesitate to call 911.
Ken Konecny
Sophomore
Radio IN

American students our first priority
Editor.
In a March 9 letter to the editor, Alexis Dristos brought
up some excellent points about the status of foreign students
in California.
His last point, however, was his hest. He stated that,
considering the difficult financial time foreigners have in
America. ml’s not to their interests to stay in California after
they’ve finished their education. And that is exactly why we
should never grant any type of financial aid to nonresidents.
While American citizens are being left out in the cold by
President Reagan’s policies on student financial aid, you
would have the California State University system allow mg
foreigners to pay the resident fee of $371.50. rather than the
$141 per unit extra nonresidents and foreigners pay. Here
are some reasons why that should never change:
Nonresidents are not sure bets. We have no way of
knowing if they’re going to contribute anything to America
once they’ve finished taking advantage of our educational
system. They could very well take their educations back to
their own countries. This aids their country’s technology.
and, as any economies student like Dristos should know.
advanced technology pushes a society’s production curve
outward, enabling that society to sell more goods on the
world market at a cheaper price to the detriment of other
countries like America. Don’t believe me’? Just ask an
American citizen who’s just lost his job because of overseas
competition he’s easy to find.
Nonresidents have not paid their dues. Simply paying a
7 -percent sales tax does not entitle nonresidents to the thousands of dollars a student’s education costs the taxpayers of
California. Those dollars come from people who have paid
that tax for years. People like my parents have paid taxes for
decades in this state so that their sons could go to college.
Any financial aid that’s given to noncitizens is aid
that’s not going to an American citizen. I have enough problems squeaking by on the loans I manage to get. Some
friends of mine, who are citizens and residents, have enormous financial problems. To allow nonresidents to escape
the $141 -per-unit charge would increase the regular tutition
to a point of making a higher education impossible for many
Americans. Why should regular tutition skyrocket Dristos?
Read on.
If additional financial assistance or avoidance of nonresident fees were permitted to foreigners. what would that
do to the number of foreign students in America? No sane
citizen of a foreign country would pass up the chance of a
relatively cheap, first-class education in America. Within a
short time the CSU system would he broke paying for them
all. or tutition would soar, eliminating many Americans
from an advanced education. It’s unlikely the hulk of these
foreigners would slay in America to return the favor. And
about how American that leads hack to my first point
educated toreigners could undermine our economy.
Please respect my concern that Americans in America
should operate on the knowledge that their country looks
out tor the interests of its cut/ens first and foremost. My
hope is. in Dristos’ situation, he is granted citi/enship
soon as possible.
Steven V. McGraw
Junior
Aeronautics

Frank Michael
Russell

Decisions, decisions
Susan Chargin and
SJSU students l)ave Carroll.
Michael McLennan want to he your Associated
Students president.
II this campaign is like those of the past, they’re
facing the toughest weeks iil their college years. Carroll, (Margin and McLennan will he examined by
their I ellow students: their words will he front-page
news in the Spartan Daily, through campaign l’unction after campaign function, their lives still not he
their own.

Only a few SJSU students still even care. On a
campus with more than 27.0thl students, less than a
thousand will vote for the eventual winner.
Then+ isn’t exactly the most powerful on cam’ pus. The winner will hate influence user a budget not
even a tenth of the university ..
But the A.S. president does represent us as stii
dents. It’s important to dooms,. one vs too’ ll its the job
right.

0

ur choices aren’t exactly glass-clear. Two are
fiscally pragmatic business majors: the other is
running a campaign as some son of artistic

statement.
"I’m Republican. I can’t say that Cm not." says

Chargin. 20. a junior majoring in both accounting and
information resources management.
Chargin. running on the College Republicans.
hacked ASAP slate, advocates undoing last year’s $8
student association lee increase
a move opposed
by the Responsible Alliance party now in power and
its current President Tom Boothe.
’I don’t think it’s going to totally wipe out the
budget.’’ she says.
Groups should he funded on the basis of student
participation and the success of their own fund-raising
efforts. Chargin ,ity
"REAL
I think they have made some mistakes during the past year." she says. "They should
have kept a better watch on the pmgram hoard."
More fiscal checks and balances would have prevented the series of concert losses the board racked up
this year. Chargin says.
McClennan. a 23-year-old senior double manuring in finance and economics. describes himself as
Republican, hut more of a moderate than most.
"I believe in the individual and individual
rights." the REAl, candidate says. "I’m willing to listen to all sides of the story."
McClennan says he’s representative of the average SJSU student --- a commuter, working part-time
to support his education. "I’m really concerned about
the non-traditional student." he says.
His party, meanwhile, is the only to put together
a full slate.
"They want to make a difference." McClennan
says. "That’ why I’m with them."
Carroll. 25. an industrial design senior, has more
unusual reasons for his campaign.
With only five candidates
most with Art Department majors --- on the Hedonistic Opportunist
Guild slate, the HOG party hasn’t exactly been taken
seriously.
"Yeah, it is a joke." Carroll says. "It’s an alter
native to the others.
Politics as art?
"In a way." he says. "Politics not just for the
politics itself, hut to apply the creativity of the visual

arts with something outside the arts.
"We don’t have a lot of resources. We’re working on the visual aspect of the campaign to make it as
effective as possible."
an ideal world, art would become reality and
InCarroll would win. SJSU student politics needs
some creativity and Carroll should he forced to do
the job, dimly in exchange for all our time his campaign is taking.
But it would probably he hest if we had mostly
REAL hoard to keep the A.S. in one piece.
And Chargin? Her far-right-lield slate is out of
touch with a diverse, multicultural university. The
REA! party is conservative enough, thank you
Frank Michael Russell is the news editor.
Ragged Right still be back next %holiday .
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TV’s Edwin Newman
to give lecture today
By Divya Jhala
Daily staff writer
Internationally recognized journalist. TV anchorman and champion
of the correct use of the English language Edwin Newman will speak at
7:30 tonight at SJSU’s Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
Author of two bestsellers.
"Strictly Speaking" and "A Civil
Tongue." Newman is well known for
his views on the state of the English
language.
His lecture. "Preserving a Civil
Tongue." is about contemporary
American broadcast journalism.
A direct result of the California
Lottery’s allocation, the speech is in
honor of the 50th year of the Department of Journalism and Mass Communications, Admission is free.
The lecture was organized by
Dennis Brown, chairman of the Department of Journalism and Mass
Communications, and Stanley Baran.
chairman and professor of the Theatre
Arts Department.
"Edwin Newman talks about the
impact of American mass media on
culture. The one way he chooses to
exemplify that impact is to talk about
the language ’ Baran said."In his

hook, ’Strictly Speaking,’ he talks
about how we don’t speak strictly any Many times the departments of
journalism and theatre arts are thought
of as one and the same since both produce TV shows in their departments,
he said.
"We thought it was a nice way of
getting others to know that (the departments) are related," Baran said.
Newman retired from NBC news
in 1984 after working there for 35
years. During this time he reported
news from three dozen different countries and headed news bureaus in London. Rome and Paris.
He is said to have participated in
more documentaries than any other
person in television history. Newman
has received numerous awards, including honors for his news reporting from
abroad, interviews, and drama criticism.
Newman has been described as
the only host of "Saturday Night
Live" ever to moderate a presidential
debate.
Newman has also written on a
wide variety of subjects for American.
British and Canadian publications.
Some of these include TV Guide.

;din Newman
. . . broadcast journalist
Reader’s Digest, Newsweek. Psychology Today, Harpers, Esquire, The
New York Times Magazine and
Punch.
Despite retiring from NBC, Newman keeps active and continues to
work in television. He has anchored
many programs on PBS including the
series.’ Congress: We the People."
A faculty reception hosted by
President Gail Fullerton will precede
the lecture in the faculty dining room
from 4 to 5 p.m.

Student editors at UCLA, CSU
Northridge face suspensions
CARTOON, from page!
Ron Bell and art director Brian Fujimori hut reversed its decision the next
day.
News editor James Taranto ran
the same cartoon March 5 in the Daily.
Sundial of California State University
at Northridge and was suspended without pay by his adviser for two weeks.
A rooster is walking across the
UCLA campus in the first panel of the
cartoon. said Tad Cronn. managing
editor of the Daily Sundial. A student
asks the rooster if he is a student at
UCLA and the rooster says "yes."
" ’How did you become a UCLA
student.’ the student asks." Croon
said. -Affirmative Action," the
rooster replies.
The day after the Daily Bruin ran
the cartoon. "we printed a retraction." Bell said.
Bell said he had not looked at the
editorial page with the cartoon on it
before printing because the paper was
too big that day.
"That was just before Valentine’s
Day. and we had about a 50 to 60 page
paper." he said.
The communications hoard. an
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associated students’ board, acted
against its own policy when it suspended the editors. Bell said.
The hoard consists of eight students and three administrators and appoints the editor of the Daily Bruin.
Bell said.
The hoard didn’t follow policy
because they can only reprimand the
editor after taking a series of steps, and
cannot suspend other editors like the
art director, he said.
"In my opinion, the cartoon was
racially offensive, hut the communications hoard did not follow its own policy," said George Taylor. media adviser of the Daily Bruin.
Bell said the hoard acted in response to a vocal group of about 40 to
60 representatives of minority groups
that showed up at the board’s meeting,
two days after the cartoon ran.
"We have a lot of minority power
on this campus," Bell said.
Some members of the communications hoard knew they were violating the policy . hut did it anyway to appease the crowd. Bell said.
The next day the hoard admitted
the mistake, rescinding the suspen-

Dateline

Book portrays fifties killer
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Doomed by titasste
circumstantial evidence in a sensational trial, mild-mannered Burton W Abbott paid with his life 30 years ago
for the bludgeon murder of 14-year-old Stephanie
Bryan.
Abbott, a shy -appearing tubercular who showed the
world a dour man with high purpose, gasped his last in
the San Quentin gas chamber without confessing he
killed the youngster.
But the jury didn’t believe the righteous picture Abbott painted of himself. And they didn’t appreciate his
sneering laughter on the witness stand.
Both sides said later Abbott all but convicted himself. The jurors were convinced Abbott grabbed the victim from a Berkeley street on April 214, 1955. drove her
to his mountain cabin, strangled her with her panties,
smashed her skull and buried her.
The body was discovered by now -retired San Francisco Examiner reporter Ed Montgomery, who currently
is writing a book about his exploits in the case.
From the beginning, the case was awash in mystery, and remained so even as the deadly pellets dropped
into a vat of acid, says Montgomery.
Three months of intensive police efforts failed.
Then. Abbott’s wife. Georgia. triggered the events that
led her spouse into the chamber and a cloud of cyanide.
"Georgia went down into the basement of their
home to hunt for something out of which to make a costume for an upcoming party ... Instead, she found in a
Stephanie Bryan’s
box of old clothing a black wallet
wallet." said Montgomery
The police were called, hut it wasn’t easy. The Abbott house was used as an election polling place and anyone could have dumped the wallet. Police then dug up
some of the Abbott basement. They found one of Stephanie’s textbooks.
Abbott denied even being in Berkeley the day the
girl disappeared. He said he was at the family cabin
nearly 300 miles north in Trinity County. A small army
of deputies. the FBI and assorted other officers spent
days on the property digging holes. They found nothing.
Montgomery’s paper sent him and a photographer
to search. They tramped the grounds long after dark.
"We were just about to call it MT when we got a
whiff of a body." said Montgomery. A further search
failed, and the pair finally decided they needed some
hunting dogs.Soon, they were all over the Abbott property behind a pack of haying hounds.
"We went doss n to where we had experienced the
odor." said Montgomery. "... The dogs suddenly
stopped dead in their tracks."
Beneath a cluinp of manzanita, they found the decomposed body of Stephanie Bryan. The jury found Abbott guilty of kidnapping and murder. His appeals failed,
and he died March IS, 1957.
One final mystery was played out even as the fumes
rose. At the side of the gas chamber, the hotline to then
Gov. Goodwin Knight started buzzing insistently.
"Hold the execution!" screamed a Knight aide
over the phone.
"Too late.’ replied Warden Harley Teets. looking
over to watch Abbott die. The futile hid to stay the execution for one hour was never explained.

sion. Bell said.
To protest the board’s action,
Bell showed up at the next communications hoard meeting a month later
with two attorneys who had donated
their time. he said.
One attorney addressed the
hoard, saying that they had no right to
suspend Bell and that they had violated
his constitutional privileges in doing
so. Taylor said.
Bell said he had considered filing
suit against the hoard, and that the suspension was a breach in the "law of
the student press.’’
Taranto’s suspension "is not a
First Amendment or censorship issue
or anything like that." said Cynthia Z.
Rawitch, assistant professor of journalism and faculty adviser of the Daily
Sundial at CSU Northridge.
Taranto was suspended because
he broke a Daily Sundial policy when
he ran the cartoon. Rawitch said.
NIGHTCLUB, from page!
"Student editors are expected to
consult with me when dealing with a hoard director Verda Alexander.
Neither Kent nor Alexander were
controversial subject that could have
repercussions throughout the univer- informed of the directive until they
were
contacted by reporters.
sity, the community and the CSU sys"I had not heard anything about
tem,.. she said.
it." said Kent on Thursday night.
"It’s strange to have the person
whom it is going to primarily affect
not he informed," said Alexander.
While Alexander was surprised,
she did not disagree with the directive.
’I see no problems with it at
all,’’ she said.
Kent disagreed with the hoard’s
starting to put it in the negative form
which will have an effect (on the out- vote.
’It’s unfortunate. There are other
come)." he said. "If no one wants to
address this at this point, I guess I’m at ways to work matters out . . . it isn’t
going to affect our business.’’ he said.
the mercy of the hoard."
"That’s their prerogative." Kent
A.S. Director of Personnel Victoria Johnson cast the only "no’’ vote on said. "It’s a very great overreaction.
They
have to understand that in the
the resolution. She said she was concerned that students would not under- business world everything is not black
stand that a campus record store could and white."
The directive states in part that
still he established even if the vote
"The ASPB . . . shall not in any
comes out against the record store.
manner, way, shape or form do any
’’Mr. Morris does have other re- contractual business with One Step
courses. He can go to Spartan Shops or
Beyond, its owner, any of its employany other organization for funding,’
ees, or anyone who may be designated
Johnson said. "Students may think if
to enter into contractual agreements
this is voted (down) that it’s out com- for One Step Beyond now or in the fupletely and it’s not."
ture."
Nandor Krause, A.S. director of
student rights and responsibilities, explained why he sponsored the directive.

Business dean dies at 76
By Diane M. Bejarano
Daily stall writer
Milburn "Mel" Wright. the man
said to he responsible for bringing the
School of Business to SJSU, died
Wednesday night of a heart attack at
the age of 76.
Wright began his 36-year career
at SJSU in 1936. He was dean of the
School of Business from 1966 to 1975.
He earned a Doctorate of Education from the University of California
at Berkeley in 1950.
"He really was a great city
booster." his son Stephen said.
Wright implemented the annual Distinguished Businessman Seminar in
which businessmen in the community
would offer advice to business students.
Under Wright’s administration.
the School of Business was accredited
by the American Academy of Collegiate Schools of Business,
In the mid ’70s, there was a student movement initiated to change the
name of SJSU’s Business Tower to the
Mel Wright Building.
Wright was horn April 21. 191(1
in Madera. Calif. and worked summers picking grapes. He worked his
way through college as a janitor. shoe
salesman and gas attendant
Wnght was a former president of
the San Jose Rotary and 20/30 clubs.

CLEVELAND (API
Brain tissue transplanted
from aborted fetuses could aid people suffering I rom
Parkinson’s disease. Alzheimer’s disease and other neural disorders, according to a panel of medical, ethical
and legal experts who have announced their support for
the procedure.
The panel. convened by the Center tor Biomedical
Ethics at Case Western Reserve University’s School of
Medicine, was to publish a statement in Friday’s Science
magazine proposing a set of ethical guidelines for use of
the transplantaton procedure
’The procedure looks extremely promising. and we
called the meeting because we may well he on the verge
of human applications.’’ said Mary Mahowald. co-director of the center. "We belt it was critical that scrim],
consideration he given now to the ethical implications it
this research. ’
In the transplant procedure, neural tissue would he
taken from fetal remains and transplanted into the brains
of victims of certain aeurological disorders The fetal tIS
sue offers specific advantages because it is less likely to
he rejected and it tends to grow and differentiate better,
she said.
The procedure has been demonstrated in studies
with rats, mice and some primates. and those at the conference agreed that testing of the procedure on humans
may begin soon.
"We’re fully aware the issue is going to he clouded
by associations with abortion." Ms. Mahowald said.
’But it’s important to stress that we are in no way making any comment or taking a stand on the morality or legality of abortion. The fetal material in question would
he taken from dead letuses that have been legally
aborted.’

Condom machines come back
PALO ALTO (AP) - The sleazy image of condom
vending machines with sexy pictures in men’s resirooms
is giving way to plain vendors in women’s rooms as
schools, bars and restaurants respond to the AIDS epidemic.
At the University of California at Santa Cruz. 14
condom vendors are being installed next week beside
racks of brochures from the school’s AIDS task force.
At least 20 other schools in California. Arizona.
Nevada and New Mexico also have decided to install
condom vending machines, according to Far West Vending Co. of Del Mar. At the high school level. too, officials are considering ways to promote "safe sex" and
awareness about acquired immune deficiency syndrome.
Says San Leandro High School Principal John
Casey. "It’s a very sensitive subject. hut I think we need
to do something tor the protection of students." He said
school officials have been approached by a condom
vending machine company, hut the school has no plans
to install the machines.
Condom vending machines may find their way into
women’s restrooms, a focus of a new company. Pianissimo Inc., created by two Palo Alto businesswomen. Pat
McGuire and Carolyn Klein.

A.S. bans business with nightclub

Record store question
on A.S. election ballot
RECORD STORE, front page I
hoard favors because we are stating
as a hoard - that we are not in favor
of the idea and that we are going to put
this before the students to ratify yes or
no." Wert said.
Morris said he thought the language would still he confusing to the
voters.
Wert said he did not understand
what was so confusing. He explained,
once again, that the board members
did not support the idea and that since
they were adopting to place the issue
on the ballot, it should be worded
according to their approval.
Morris disagreed.
"When you say ’shall not’ you’re

Brain tissue aids treatment

"This should have been settled
last November or at least before school
was out," he said. "Instead, it was not
resolved until the end of February."
Some hoard members expressed
concern that the directive was not limited to a certain amount of time. The
directive will stand as it reads until a
future hoard proposes a directive to rescind it.
"I would like to (allow for) a specific amount of time, or a change of
management, to bring up this issue
again." Marcus Aiu. A.S. director of
student sevices, said. "Forever seems
to he a long time."
Krause said he was concerned
that if personnel changes do occur, the
nightclub’s new proprieters might not
necessarily conduct business any differently.
"(One Step Beyond’s) ownership
or personnel may change tomorrow.
hut their business practices may continue." he said.
A.S. Director of Personnel Victoria Johnson cast the lone vote against
the directive, although she said she basically agreed with it.
"I voted ’no’ because this is for a
long period of time . . . the concept of
the whole thing. I do agree with. I do
feel this resolution was very much
called for," she said.
Under the original agreement
worked out before the concert, the program hoard and the nightclub were to

split expenses and receipts. One Step
Beyond was to also have paid an additional 52.1110 in expenses, a complaint
filed by the program hoard in Santa
Clara Superior Court on Feb. 6 stated.
The concert ended with a financial loss to both panics. An estimated
$32.069.40 was spent for the event.
hut only $22,844 was taken in, the
complaint stated.
One Step Beyond was then to
have owed the Program Board hall of
the losses plus the $2.1810 in expenses
for a total of $5.612.70. This figure
was increased to $18,459.38 when it
was learned that One Step Beyond had
received the gate receipts from BASS
tickets.
One Step Beyond was to then
have deposited $11.000 in the program
hoard’s account by Oct. 9, 1986.
By not doing so, the nightclub
breached the signed contract, the complaint stated.
For the four months after the concert, the program board and A.S.
Business Administrator Jean Lenart attempted to collect the money from One
Step Beyond. When they were unsuccessful, they filed the complaint.
Kent blamed the problem on "office ineffiency."
"We were so busy with work that
we did not put a high priority on it,"
Kent said in February.
"But as soon as it was brought to
our attention, we took care of it."

Spartaguide
India Student Association will
hold a general meeting at 11:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m. today in the Student
Union Almaden Room. Call Ravi at
443-1733 for information.
Geology Club will host a colloquium series at 12:30 p.m. today in
Duncan Hall, Room 311. Michael Fuller from U.C. Santa Barbara will discuss "Paleomagnetism of Southeast
Asia." Call the Geology Department
office for information.
Milburn I). Wright
. dead at 76
and he served on the hoards of the San
Jose Symphony Orchestra and Montalvo Center for the Arts.
Wright is survived by his wife.
Alice; brother. Arthur: sister, Sister
Mary Rosaline: son, Stephen, and
grandchildren Alexander and Elizabeth
Funeral services are scheduled for
today at II) a.m. at St. Mary’s Catholic
Church, 226 Bean Ave. ,Los Gatos
The family requests contributions
he sent to the San Jose Rotary Endowment or Rotary Foundation, 998 Park
Ave. San Jose, Calif.. 95126.

Career Planning and Placement
will host Beyond Design Engineering
at 12:30 p.m. today in the Engineering
Building, Room 327. Call Deb Boogaard at 277-2272 for information.
Le Cercle Francais will hold a
meeting at 3:30 p.m today in Sweeney Hall. Room 411. Refreshments
will he served. Call Sonia Sarkissian at
745-1499 for information.
Intercultural Steering Committee
will hold a meeting to discuss the upcoming International Food Bazaar at
5:15 p.m. today in the Student Union
Montalvo Room. Call Rhin at 2274060 for information

Spartan Juggling Club will hold a
meeting with lessons at 6:30 p.m.
today on the upper floor of the Student
Union. Call Brad Jackson at 277-2402
for information.
Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity will hold a meeting at 6:30 p m.
today in the Student Union Almaden
Room. Call Victoria at 998-0160 for
information.

will host Careers in Finance at 2 p.m.
tomorrow in the Student Union Umunhum Room. Call Deb Boorgaard at
277-2272 for information
Financial Management Association will present the CFO of local
firms from the Financial Executive Institute at 2 p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union Umunhum Room. Call
Moreen Atwell at 296-1842 for information.

will
Instructional Television
MEChA will hold a general body
sponsor Soviet TV at 11:30 a.m. and
12:30 p.m. tomorrow in Industrial meeting at 5:30 p.m. tomorrow in the
Studies Building, Room 113. Call V. Chicano Library Resource Center on
the third floor of the Wahlquist Library
Schenk at 277-7756 for information.
North. Call Carmelita or Martha at
Hillel Jewish Students Associa- 298-2531 htt information
tion will host a Tuesday Lunch and
Learn at noon tomorrow at the Campus
Acting and Role Playing AssociaMinistry. Call Sandra Silver at 294- tion will hold a pre -event meeting tofor
information.
8311
morrow at 7.45 p.m. in the Student
Union Pacheco Room. Call Mike HerCareer Planning and Placement ron at 297-3293 tar information.
will hold a Co-op Orientation at 12:45
p.m. tomorrow in Engineering BuildAttention artists and photograing. Room 134. Call Deb Boorgaard at
phers: Reed Magazine is still kicking
277-2272 for information.
for submissions for the 1987 issue.
Career Planning and Placement Call Peter at 298-0683.
*
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Spartan women
host Menlo today
:Team looks to end losing streak
By Jeff (koularte
Daily stall writer
The SJSU women’s tennis team
’hopes to break its six -match losing
streak when Menlo College visits
’ South Campus today
Although the Spartans have been
losing 01 late. the losses have not been

Tennis
the result ot lack of Wort on behalf of
the team
Rather. injuries. illnesses and inexperience are taking its toll on the 3-6
Spartans.
However. coach Mary Visser said
the Spanans should be ready to end the
losing streak against Menlo.
"They have a strong program.
but if we’re healthy we can heat
them," VI...4:r said. "A lot ()I our recent matches could have gone either
way I hope they will start going our
way
A tough Division II opponent
proved to he too much for the ailing
Spartan.. Wednesday in Davis. as LICDavis had SJS11.1’s numher. 7-2.
The Spartans couldn’t overcome
injuries to top-seed Shelly Stockman
thacki. third -seed Kristen Hilldehrand
neckt and second -seed Whitney.
-Clarke tflut against the Aggies
But the Spartans put forth a
et ton. according to Visser.
she
"The kids played well.
"The match could have gone ei.
ther way, hut we were hampered by
our injuries.
"They cut down our effeetivens,
and alertness, especially in singles
competition."

Visser said Stockman pulled a
muscle in her hack during her singles
match, which she lost to Davis’ Ilelen
Naior 2-6, 2-6.
Clarke has had the Ilu for over a
week Visser said. Nevertheless, she
played a tough match before losing to
Jennifer Schaeirt, 2-6.3-6. 2-6.
if illdebrand dropped her match to
Karen Astrachan 1-6, 4-6.
In other matches:Jeannie PasleyMiller was deleated by Annie Miller 36, 0-6.
The newest, and most inexperienced members of the team. Pat
Vultee and Leslie Bartleson, both lost
in singles. Vultee played an inspired
match, hut fell in three sets to Mary
Ann Martin 2-6. 6-1. 4-6 and Hurtle’
son lost in straight sets to Can Reisinger 0-6, 0-6.
I kiubles competition continues to
he one of the bright spots for the rebuilding Spartans. SJSU began the
year with only lour players. and just
recently added Vultee and BartIcson lii
the lineup.
The Spartans Nit. 1 team of Stockman and Clarke overcame their ailments to defeat Schaeinf and Miller 61,11-6.6-4.
Ilillilebrand and Pasley-Miller
dropped the First set ol their match
against Martin and Reisinger. hut took
the next two, earning a 2-6. 6-1. 6-2
victory.
Vultee and Waleson lost to
Davis’ No.3 team of Astrachan and
Datmele Chi 1-6. 1-6.
Visser said she expects the out
come of a rematch against Davis nest
month to he different. For one thing.
the Spartans should he healthy.
"I led like when we see Davis
again, we can heat them.’’ she said.

SJSrs Nu.3 seed Kristen !Hildebrand concentrates on hitting this
backhand shot against the University of Oklahoma March 8. The Spar -

Slimmed -down Hrbek could
give Minnesota sizable boost

Wound up

ORLANIX). Fla. IAP) - Kent
firbek walked into the dressing room
at Tinker Field. the Minnesota Twins’
spring training facility, and saw a box
imprinted with the number 14.
"What’s in here, doughnuts or
something?" - he shouted, to no one in
particular. "It says. ’14.’ Is it for
me?"
Then he laughed. He was now the
fat -joke maker, not the fat -joke object,
and he was obviously pleased.
Ilrhek, who has slimmed down
I rom an extra -extra large No. 14 jersey
an extra large No. 14 jersey, grew
tired of fat jokes. And he finally did
something about it.
"I feel real good right now, the
hest I’ve felt in a long time." he said.
"I’m quicker on the field and stronger
at the plate.
’You get sick of the jokes. But I
really don’t care what other people
think
losing vs eight or myself.’

Spartan Week
BASEBALL: San Francisco,
Municipal Stadium, Tuesday, 2:30
p.m.; Western Oregon, Municipal
Stadium, Saturday, noon, (DH).
MEN’S TENNIS: St. Mary’s, Moraga, Wednesday, 2 p.m.; Santa
Clara, South Campus, Friday, 2 p.m.
WOMEN’S TENNIS: Menlo College, South Campus, today, 2 p.m.;
Thursday
Nevada-Reno,
Reno.
through Sunday, all day
SOFTBALL:
Fresno State,
Fresno, Saturday, 1 p.m. (DH);
WRESTLING: NCAA Championships, University of Maryland,
Thursday
(Md.),
College Park
through Saturday.
GYMNASTICS:
WOMEN’S
New Hampshire Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo. Spartan Gym. Friday, 7..30
p.m
TRACK AND FIELD: Sacramento State. Sacramento, Saturday,
all day.

Craig Kohlruss Daily stall photographer

Professional
Resumes
OVERNIGHT

spartan softball pitcher Gale Dean gives an intense look as she’s about to release a pitch against (’al Poly
March 7. last Monday lk.an went the distance in a 12 -inning contest against Pacific. the most innings
cr pitched 113 a Spartan in Ione game. Si St ’s softball team plays at Fresno State Saturday .

Spartan wins NCAA title
’,1St senior Fred Schumacher
I r.( place in the 35 -pound ham ’pier I Mo.,. it the 1987 NCAA Indoor

Track
and Field
--Track and Field Championships in Oklahoma City . Okla Friday
Schumacher, who is (miff Swee:den, tossed the hammer 66 -feet- 10aches on his first throw to become the

Michael Burke Daily stall photographe
tans will try to end their six-game losing streak with a win against
Menlo College at 2 p.m. today at South (’ampus.

’147 NCAA Indoor National Chant
pion.
Schumacher is the first Spartan to
win a national track and field title
since 1983. when Felts Bohni won the
outdoor Pole Vault championship.
He is also only the third SJSU
athlete ever to win an indoor title
Bohm won the indoor pole vault tole
in 1981 and John Carlos won the
NCAA indoor 60-yard dash title in
1969.
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Firhek, whom his teammates once
teased by painting No. 14 on the hack
of a Tinker Field advertising poster of
Shamu, Sea World’s famous killer
whale. "looks great." Twins Manager
Tom Kelly said.
Hrbek will not say what he
weighs, hut he hinted it was around
240 pounds, down from a high of 253
last season.
"I didn’t really think it affected
me that much." he said. "But I feel
that I can he a lot better ballplayer
now. People might still say I look fat:
that’s their opinion. I (eel strong."
Hrbek has cut hack on the sweets
and the junk food, thanks primarily to
the encouragement of his 5 -foot -5.
11)5 -pound wile. Jeanie.
"She’s been the No.1 thing." he
said. "She keeps me away from the
fridge, preaches that I should leave
something on my plate instead of feeling like I have to clean it off."
Hrbek also spent three days a
week working out during the offseason.
After a 1984 season in which he
hatted 11 I vi ith 27 homers :Ind 1117

13131 and almost carried the Twins to
the American I.eague West title.
Flrhek struggled early in 1985.
The Twins struggled, too, and
then -Manager Billy Gardner often
stated that the team would get going
once -The Big Guy" got going. Fans
heard Gardner’s statements and began
taunting the I irst million -dollar Twin.
His weight was an eiss. target.
’When son drive in 100 runs, the
fans want 12(i.’’ Ilrhek said. "If I
drive in 120 this .sear. they’ll want 140
next year. But there isn’t one guy in
baseball whose slats get better every
single year. It’s impossihle.’’
lirhek hatted .278 with 21 homers and 93 RBI in 1985 lie hit .267
ith 29 homers and 91 RBI last
15aes
in.

leel great about the Mort I’ve
given." he said. "I’ve played my
hardest. My mats. no matter how good
or had they are, will look worse to the
fans if we lose and better if we win."
Wiinning. tirhek said, is his only
goal.
"All I want is for us to win." he
said "It’s dhow time

GALLERY OF MODERN ART PRINTS

Blossom Hill and Kooser Rds San Jose
265-4411
Princeton Plaza Mall

ACCOUNTING MAJORS
The Internal Revenue Services offers
"careers," not "jobs- in tax administration to
accounting graduates who are accepted for
the position of REVENUE AGENT.
We also have 25 CO-OP positions available.
For further information, visit your Career
Planning & Placement Center or contact
Elizabeth Laverty at (408) 291-4527. No
written test is required.

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

461 April Way
141%314 itasconi A i mulit
lilt1111.11AM",

An equal opportunity employer

U S

required
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. . . in 1956

A new voice -response eonipinci 01111 alloss SJSU students to register for classes over the phone, and could he installed by spring of 1989. A pilot program is tentatively
scheduled tor the 1988 fell semester Use of the new system
will altoss students to get an immediate response when registering oyer the phone, and could lead to the elimination of
Program Adjustment Day and the lines associated with it.

Freshman v. lass pleaded guilty to a charge ol illegal advertising and was lined S5 and placed on probation Iiir the
remainder of the semester at yesterday’s session of the Student Coucil.
Charges against the class %ere for placing a sign,
which advertised a dance, above the Library Arch, without
permission Inim Student Activities Board.
Bill Sturgeon, class president, stated that former class
officials had permission to place such an ad oyer the arch,
hut later were forced to change the date of the dance from
December to January 13. They had not reapplied for the
necessary SAB permission. bringing about the charge.

Residents of Spartan City presented a letter to SJSU
President Gail Fullerton’s office demanding that family
housing at the facility he maintained or replaced. They also
demanded that people on the former waiting list be offered
first choice of any existing or upcoming vacancies The letter called for Fullerton to respond by March 21 or face the
possibility of legal action. Spartan City is due to he closed
in August I 9814. and there are no plans to replace it.
A petition calling tor the repeal of the $8 Associated
Students lee increase imposed last year was presented to the
A.S. Election Board. The petition contained 760 signatures,
and was presented to the board by members of Students for
Responsible Government. A.S. adviser Jim Cellini said
there could be legal problems with the wording of the petition, and is having it inspected by a California State University assistant general counsel.

Berke Breathed
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University bookstores may he precluded from selling
anything but school supplies if legislation pending in Congress is passed. said Ed Zuni, Spartan Shops director. Items
. . . in 1985
such as cosmetics, jewelry, clothing, medical supplies and
refreshments could he eliminated if the legislation passes.
SJSU students will Ix. the only ones in the California
Zant said Spartan Shops is not a state -funded enterprise, hut State Uniyersity .y.tein to lace higher tees next year as a
is a non-profit business that does not compete with oft -cant - result of two decisions made yesterday by the (’S11 Board of
pus businesses.
Trustees.
The hoard gave final approval to construction of the
Recreation and Events Center and the aquatic facility. As a
Sports
result, student fees for the project will increase from $19 to
Three SJSU mestlers have qualified for the NCAA $57 next semester to help finance the $20.9 million project.
Championships. Arnold Khanhabian, David Love and Matt
Both Associated Students President Michael Schneider
Toves will travel to the University of Maryland for the and SJSU President Gail Fullerton said they. were elated by
March 19 tournament.
the Misters. decision to approve the plans.
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Student Council dropped the bomb on class governments yesterday.
However, even up to the final count -down. the Dimember legislative body emphasited a need br an alternative plan to replace the dying, smoldering class structures.
Abolition action came as a result ol a proposal subnutted by ASH Pres. Bill Hauck two weeks ago which
called for the repeal of the ASH by-laws which set up class
governments. At that time Hauck said these governments
serve "no meaningful purpose’’ and should he junked and
replaced with more functional structures.
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Good Clean Fun
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Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
CHILD ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM Enhance personal & pro.
Sasiomi growth as Volunleer Intern In world renowned loco!
proem.

Counseling
support
services. admin data processing.
public awareness fund-raising,
etc 111. & mono-lingual all meeker.. greed & undergrad

Eased

en. from clerical to posl.grad
intro-to -extrovert WE NEED YOU
Near camp. ICE F PO Co.
952. S J 95108 call 280-5055
STUDENT DENIM OPTIC. PI AN
Enroll now’ Save your teeth eyes
and money too For informolion
Office or

and brochure see A S
call (408) 371.6811

to
tie.
and
’ten
ing
ans
gan
in.
he
40
in

AUTOMOTIVE
IS IT TRUE you can buy asps to, 544
through the U S govt, Gel the
facts today! Call 1.312.742 1142.
est 8115
110 FORD PINTO STATION WAGON!
New paint, po. pb, at. good gas
milooge, runs well.
one. Call 374-7457

$900 best

80 PLYMOUTH ARROW! Almost new
engine with only 30k miles on It
Nesed to sell because family has
too many ears 51700 or best offer
call 277-80415
’77 HONDA ACCORD, GOLD

Runs

great new Ores. very dependable
Mu.’ sell $1500 ho 246-5926

COMPUTERS
WE SEL I
puter

gtye
ny
md

he

nly
he

IBM COMPATIM F comXT complete system for
$570. AT complete system for
$1195 PC COM, computer & ac
cessories 404 S 3eo Si, corner of
San SalvedOr, 295-1606
cept Wailer MC

We ac-

Customs Fu-

tons & Pillows Plus, 900 / Win.
chest. Bind (betwn Moorpark &
WilliaeristSan Jose 296-8181 10..
Discount on futons w ad
OWN

A

NEW

PART & EU’ 1 TIME RETAII HFI 0"
Nalional firm meowing for Spring
& Summer work if accepted, you
will earn $11 75 starting’ PT (70)
earn per wk equal $235 FT (40)
earnings per vek equal $470 No
ex p Is needed because 01 our intensIve on he lob teatning program Good math & reeding skills
are a plus Some evening & week.
end positions are available II
some fie ebility is allowed during
fins! exams in addition, if you
modify corporala scholarships
are awarded. Internships are posslide & you may earn 2Jgcred.
115 1)11 or semester During your
winter spring & especially sum.
mar breaks, lull time work Is avail
Call today for Into II an interview,
or call Mon -F rl between 10am &
2prn 275 9885 if the line Is busy.
pleas, be patient & try *gain An
equal opportunity company’
PART TIME GENERAL OFFICE ASST
Varied duties. evening & weekends. tImlible hours Call Debby.
Janet at 796-7393
PART TIME JOBS. W. Merkel auto
club memberships to, the motor
oli torment. Part.ftrne. easy
hours. weedy psych.. 57 to
S15 hourly commission. complete
training provided Great esperi.
ence for your resume R C SMITH
CORP .247-0570
PART TIME SALES! Resume and writing service, eycellent commissions Ray Area. most expel.
enced Student discounts Career
Center ed 743.4070
PART TIME

WAITRESS needed for
evenings and or weekends Call

PHOTOGRAPHER

FUTONS. CREATE YOUR own Irving
& sleeping space with our futons.

YOU CAN
DELTA

Bldg Apply by March 70

Mac at Minato s 998.9711

FOR SALE
pillows, & frames

Applications & further into..
lion available in the Student Ac.
trvities 8 Services OM Ice. CAE

GRAND

10-speed tor less than
$85 MHC Bicycle Sees offers
low-cost transportation needs tor
the !student All sales tine 30 day
guarantee Day. 942.1736. Eves
293-4780 ask for Jo.

HELP WANTED
ADVERTISING. MARKETING ASSISduties for
TANTS. rnIsc M,
local m.hanIcal contractor Pet time 55 hr start lowned. 280-7400
HIRING’
CRUISE’ ICES
Good Pay
Career’
Summer

AIRLINES

Call lot guide. cassette,
...service (916) 944.4444 .20
Travel

Diana al 286-9790

RED EYE is eager to Interview for an
east mgr PT In our Oskridge &
Sunnyvale Mall Stores WIll work
around school ...Lae but
must be able to open 7 morns
Me Non-smokers interested in
the excitement of gala high lash Ion clothing Nora at 227-3862
SECRETARY NEEDED for Jr

OFFICERS!".
Full
time part time, all shifts We will
train Apply in person Mon -Fri
gam -4.1. 760 Meridian Au,, Sen

SECURITY

Jose. call 786 5880
Wil 1 IAMS looking for
someone wen good concept of
colors ImIde sales of wslipaper,
paint,

GENERAL OFFICE PHONE answerer
Small office Jeans ok PT FT
1.3 50 85 hr Call Greg at 996-9872
GRAPHICS STUDENT needed for display & ad signs $611, for 10 hrs
Call Diane el 286.9790
JOBS, JOBS’ JOBS! Ideal for she
dents Joln our morteeling stet
Take new and renewal magazine
&
cadets by phone MonWed.
Set A Sun OutalandIng earning
potential Call 370-9090
MAIL ROOM FILING CI F RK. ME PT VT
Fleelbke hours
$4 50-S5 75 hr
legible handwriting, call 797
9424
STUDENT SAI ESPER
MARKETING
$014 to call on our grocery store
shell displays Medi
Check
WSW
Call
Btorting
$41 hr
Support
Mena at 256-9790
ORIENTATION SERVICES STUDENT
ASSISTANT positIon evade..
Work with the design a !me...dation of sumo.r orienifloo
is
114 50-1400 hr,
peogeoms
20 hrs wit during spring semester
& lull -time during the summer

Sim.

lens. 56 hr for tO bra Call Diane
el 286-9790

location Please apply et 1456
NE Airport Blvd between Barn
and 4.1. Monday through Erldsy

skills Call II? at (415) 493-1800.
e at 445

PROMOTER

looking tor young adults who
want a carter In the MODELING
profession Call Howard for fur.
’her Into 723.4096

SHERWIN

blinds

A

large apt w complete Rec Cent.
Call Join. 3-6 30prn at 288-5402
AVAILABLE NOW!" I ARGE 2 Bdrm. 2
bath apt One be. from campus
Taking rimmed.s for next se-

carpet

h ours veli
$5 hr Sat -Sun,
NI. or Scott at 721.7787

10-20
call

STUDENT ASSISTANT PROGRAMcompu
MER needed to design
larked registration & accounting
program for Orientation Services
using OBas Ill Salary negotiable
depending on akIlls and expert.
ence Hours Melee Apply by
4 1 67 on the Student ActIvIties Of ...CAE Bldg. 277-2187
TELEMARKETING
boll part time

START TODAY.
Flexible hours

54 hr to start

commission &

bonus A methanol carpet cleaning
company Is looking for onthesise
ilc persons to help expand its Bay
area operation Call now 98/0770

ROOM FOR RENT. clean kitchen prom
lieges, 5765 including utilities.
non-smoker Call 258.5623
STUDIO APT. 2 miles NORTH ot cam.
pus $425 rm has extra rm (stuor one)
dy bd.
Call 288
6647 275-9509 or 1.800474-8700
Also need part-thne manager
starting In May
1120’. DECORATOR APARTMENT"
CONDO style, 1 bedroom Available tor meture person Long term
preferred Must be linancially responsIble clean. quiet end sober
only 551.553 S elth St . 293O989 2117-2077 alter 5pm $450
SINGLE OCCUPANCY

PERSONALS
E XPl ORE YOUR POSITIVE FUTURE"
First-class metaphysical counseling Is excell.t for tindIng Ifte dir.tion and purpose. vocellonal
guidance. deep self-knowledge.
clarifying
life
transitions,
relationship

compatibility,

and

profound Insights into Ifte dynam.
les and your soul’s pals I have
been in private practice as Pro.
lessione Psychic Consultant and
Astrologer sm. 1970 and use a
vast array of techniques In sera/
Mg you A single session does
the tobsm.ingly esp.. effect.ca
and practical $75 hr. $4530 min
References. Carol Willis. M A Call
(408)734-9110 for appolnlinent or
lobe plated on the ensiling Sailor

FEMALE COMPANION WANTED to
live with sincere handicapped
men Want to establish e lasting
relationohipl Please call Brion at
298-23011
FLOTATION RELAXATION

Str.sed
out," Come to IM only fleets.
rlum in Northern California imag
Ine yourself Hoeing on 30: 5511ne solution

Your body forgets
The muscles that

the water
usually hold you egaInst gravity
can now Let Got The experience
Is Me floating in space Results,
Total macular net...on You
come away from the expertence
feeling y000a been vacationing
for week in Maul Call now tor information or bet. still.. Mat
lime floater, call for an appointment and bong this ad for 751.
float tor $30 IRAN.
01100s..1
OUILITY PLACE. US Washington
Si, Santa Clara. C
7200

(408)

743-

1.111 I El JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIA-

HOUSING’ N.r San
Jose Slate for student. Don I
hassle park.g. walk to school
tree utilities monthly dlac Fully
coloe TV VCR and
furnished
nous...ping service Shared or
single room...1112We C.c. 72
N 5th St . call 990.0234

APT FOR RENT 2 bel. 15th, I OS
Irm SJSU Clean rode asset IMMEDIATELY’ 1 Ith & E San Far
294 3493 41S-572
call
nondo.
0862
APT FOR RENT’ 7 bdrrn 2t1th, located
at 555 S 10th Si , rent $575. call

I Roper uspER5rpo1D
nrAr ATILIA - I tElltT5i
IBM VO ’TACO BELL’ AMP
NE- MYER 544W5 VCI

tablish cnellt history Sign up at
Student Union Monday thru Friday 316 thru 320. 9sm till 3.1,
984.8264 MEI P WANTED.

Bill Lukas
___
I WAIFE0 OVER AM .
%ow I WWI WOULD WII0
Kr tM5S UP A
Kmoc.b
FREE MEAL ?

-

please

call
the
(408)244-8907 .01

college

rir

BARE IT ALL. Stop shaving. waxing.
tweezing or using chemical...
torNs Let me permanently remove your unseen’. her (chin,
blielnl tummy, moustache. etc)
IS percent discount to students
and Scully Call before June I.
1967 and get your first sp. alt 2
price ’Unwonted Hide Disappears

dale

...sties

On

FE’s IE’s Is that ELECTRONIC DESIGN PROJECT due and you have
no resources for ideas or what to
build, SH1 Electronics Is cow mined to odes low cost consult.
Ing needs tor the student
days 942-7736. Eves
ask for Joe

Call

793-4780

UNCLINIC"!
ELECTROLYSIS
WANTED HAIR removed tore.,
Confidential
335 5
Baywood
Ave San Jose. call 747-7486 for
appointment
GETTING MARRIED,,,,, WEDDING
Ft OWERS should add to Me
beauty of the rnornent Custom
students rate
designs at
silks
years cap in Man
Floral Approach at 978.1211

Ten
The

KEYS MADE. LOCKOUTS opened re
keying locks & diverging& In
stall., master keying Call 900
to 6-00 Mon thru Sat (Son by
spe only) licensed-bonded.mo.
bile 10f. discount on labor with
this ad

Sp.Ial rates for senior

cltirens, SJSU students. sled &
faculty FREE intim.. ’EMERCali Ron
GENCIES ANYTIME’
Hughes. Evergreen I ockamith &
Security Services, 270-3277, San
Jo. 411 work guaranteed
PROFESSIONAL WEDDING PHOTOG
RAPSO by. SJSU grad Cherish
your priceless memories harems
Budget and delve. packages
available Complimentary 8 a 10

111111aralt

with
sensitive touch A variety
Oh packages to choose from. all
reesombly priced Fly appointment (408)259-5941

TYPING

St 50 per page double spaced
Available seven days weekly
Out. turnaround All work guar.
anteed Thanks
AAAAH

PERFECTION!
I ASER
PRINTER type.’ qualety moped
Word processing alit. best Have
done own master 5 thesis Expertenc. in resumes, leder., theses,

professional back-up & group
pemects No lob too small or too
large Reasonable Call Barbe al
976-4370 TODAY’
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every lime Experienced, professional word processing

papers.
theses,
re
sum., office overflow, mailings.
newsletters Student Discounts
Guaranteed work Only 10 minutes from campus Words and
More (Pamela) 923.7810
ACADEMIC

Ceasing instruction avalleble 910
appointment
By
5
Mon .F re
C... 9234461
ACCOMPLISHED,
AWARD WINNING typist - 10 min.
utes rem SJSU 10 year. capononce typing ...arch posers,

ACCURATE

manuscripts

tape trenscriptIon
and will meet all d.dlines Hourly
rides Work guaranteed Jane at
751-5942

AAAA- ACCURACY, ACHIEVEMENT,
ACCOUNTABILITY,
ACKNOWLEDGEABLE in typing M.ts tops
trust Tony 296-7087
Thanks

AND

PROFESSION.
word processing PJ s Word Pro.
ceasing Service of.ns quality,
guaranteed work Experienced in
ierrn papers, theses group pro,
lects. resumes, manuscripts and
letters Only minutes from campus Call PJ at 923-2309

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING -9236461 207, STUDENT DISCOUNT
All formats (APA ML A. Turablen.
etc land group protects welcome
Free spell check and di. storm.

A.PLUS TYPING 12 years meserlen.
1 2 block from bus bide Rap.
tumaround Se.tric II & Epson
minimum
LO-a00
51 50 pegs,
charge, $S *volt.* seven days
weak Call Tom at 292-4096
TERESA
BLOSSOM
HILL SANTA
AREA last, accurate typing and
word processing ...le ley.
days w.k Academic, business
and personal typing welcome
Call 365-1017
BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OH a Two
finger typing got you down, Then
coil Goblet A WORD OR TWO for
quality typing of reports and
theses 787.8442, If no answer
plea. I.ve message
CAI I I INDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
Reports,
theses group protects. resumes
APA
specialty GM0k return on
all papers All wort. guar....
Per page and hourly rat. Almaden Brenham area Free disk storTYPING
STENO
PROF
age
SERVICE at 264-450,4
FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING’
All types 01 pews, all lengths
SI 35 page typing & spoiling.
SI 65 page typing & full proof-

TEE 11018 sisters are IM grestesl. ee
pecially mine" Hello le Osten
Ion, Mr Mel.
TO MFC

lam SO happy you ere my
1119 Sled I ime you! Gel S G2

Experienced thesis and pubtica.
don typist Standsrd and micro.
cassette transcription Word pro.

repeal clients call to reserve time

277-3171

for your protects before end-o1.mester rush la on!)
EDITING WORD

PROCESSING 1689448 Forma, English mete, can
*seat w grammar, vocabulary
sentence
structure
Term re
search papers (APA. Turablan
Campbell), also resumes cover
let legible copy please Studenls
and faculty welcome Willow Glen
area. easy to locate Call Mrs
Morton 286-9448

ENTERPRISE
,....n
papers.R,PRISEWOR

papers,DPROcCESSiNG

theses & dissertations (Campbell,
Turablan. APA 3rd ed I. sc..,
plays, resumes. cover & loilow-up
letters. manuscripts (books
snort stories), transcription

ni

cis.

FREE SPE I CHF K. copy edit (II recurtsied) proot di. storage Skidiscounts
doo’ faculty
turnaround Santo Clara
.25

Out.
246-

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
...one business legal word
processing nosds Term wipers
’pods, r.umes, cover letters,

DA YST AR

sum., presenting your qualilic.
lions In way Ins, gels you the
pala

L *Mr quallry laser printing
Cove, *Mrs and envekkees also
avail Reasonable rates Student
discounts Call us. Dion Business
Cornrnunicateons at 9118.1602
SUCCESS ENTERPRISE

PROFEES
SIONAt typing A business scow
ices Fest resSOnetrie and nee
university Cad (408)292-4047

SUCCESS ENTERPRISES
SIONAI
typing and

PRO. S-

business
services Fast. reasonable and
neer university Call (408) 797
4047

TERM PAPERS
RESUMES" Need
help, Coil SOS’Word Po
ceasing Spell Check lena, Oust
Hy Printers Resumes (10 cooNs
inci Cover Letters
Envitiopee
Photocopies
choice ol nape!
Experienced
Yet
Inexpensive.
73541845 (Sued Sunnyvale
TYPING!"

REASONABLE

RATES&

Santa Clara area Call Patti at 24/
5633

group protects. manuals. theses,
dissertations. etc All academic
APA Free disk storformat.

TYPING $200 page, resume 05 5 us
minimum charge 55 We use IMPA
compah!..: Wordstar word pro-

age, SPELCHEK, maktuatIon and
grammes osalstance All vox%
guaranteed Prof...Some gulch &

cessor and letter quality printer.

dependable service at AFFORDABLE RATES. Call Pam at 2472681 (Santo Clara) Further saving5 with referral discounts!
PROCESS IT WRITE" Faculty and ottft
dents can rely on accurate
ftmely production of newsletters,
reports resumes publicateons,
correspondence,
etc WIll aid in grammar spellingpunctuation For prom.. 7 day
response, leave message for
Pamela at 275-6253
PROFESSIONAL EDITING OF term papal, Moses end dissertations
Please call 554-8650
RESUMES.’ Distinctive and Professional We write and print your re

PC-COM. 404 S 3rd SI . corner of
San Salvador Oete block front
campus Call 295.1606
WORD EXPERTISE Word Proceselnp
Meets dis.111on manuscript
English French Spent.
(408)
3714210
WORD PROCESSING’ Students. in.
*truce.. smell business Term
papers. thesis, resumes, manseals, ellsomtations, mass melding,
spell check. etc
Reasonable
rates Call K & R Desktop Serv
ices at 274-7671 Limited pick up
& dell.ry
TEE 5 TYPING
SERVICES

AND SECRETARIAL

Fast accurate rm.9
eyelet. seven days week Located en the Blossom Hell Santa
Tee/ewe. Call 365-1012
WEI
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Print Your Ad Here
(Count approximately 30 beers and spaces foe each (tne)

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day
Two Three
One
Day
Days Days
3 Lines $355 $435 $4 75
4 Lines $4 35 $5 15 $5 55
5 Lines $5 15 $6 00 $6 35
6 Lines $5 95 $6 80 $7 15
Each Additional Line Add $ 80

Four
Days
$500
$580
$660
$7 40

Five
Days
$520
$600
$680
$7 60

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
$1 05
$1 20
$1 35
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Print Name

Semester Rates (All Issues)

10 141.,nes $63 00
5-9 Lines $46 00
15 Plus I ’nes $80 00

ADVERTISE
IN THE
SPARTAN
DAILY

. :.

-

manuscripts,

reading
Campbell
pkkup & delivery 0664160
SECRETARIA1
Profits.
%tonal sludenl ’yew and skilled
word processor Dependable and
WI’ Perfect finished documents
from in61 printer (no
typos.
whiteoul etc I SI 50 per page
Call Shron at 350-2717 (To my

INSTANT CREDIT" NO credit ch.lel
No Interest charges! You are elle-

write National Home Shoppers
Boa 90359 San Jose C 95109

;1

1,.

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by KIRK
KUPIRIAN Dletrative portraiture

Research

Statistics All fields Cathlog Berkeley (415) 526-4957.841-5036

i mmilia

_

when you mention this ad For
FREE
appointment
call
Paul
Smith Photography al 258.1329

Assoc . (415)349-4407
EDITORIAL SERVICES
RE-wrIting
Thesis development preposition

fi
WO

Classified

With My Care Gwen Chesney,
0-F . 5543500.1645 S Bascom
Au.. AC -Haft Today Gone Tomorrow Clear explanations reasonable UNI &

q

I., .
I

_

)

"’--_-....-2..

. .

..

.-...

at

DATA ANALYSIS

OS ? .,.

.,,...!.

research protect If you have
had low back pain Or more than
six months & are 20-55 years old,

holiday celebrations
For InionnetIon call Hille at 294.

DN. Unlimited credit ilne with full
color catalog. VCR teweiry and
more FREE Inlormstion please

014 tau_ ,AIN’t WAil
F.:AMMER!

SERVICES
BACKACHE’ PAI MEP COLLEGE OF
CHIROPRACTIC -West is currently
accepting oedemas for FREE examinations & treatment, as pert of

dancing,

.311

tern Call Deena at 7864790

AFFORD.. IF

Home On The Range

TION" Shabbat dinners. parties.
Sunday brunch... lectures Tuesday Lunch and loath
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Associated Students Election 1987

A.S. elections
vary among
CSU schools

Controller

LLECHUN, from page I
so on, that is supposed to he reported al liii
market value." Cellini said.
I he Assoc. laird Students controller is
the organization’s chief financial officer.
The controller administers A.S. financial
affairs and is responsible for the execution
of all fiscal legislation.
The controller is expected to submit a
report of the status of the A.S. general fund
to the hoard of directors on a weekly basis
and to assist the president in the preparation of the budget message.
The controller must publicize financial reports to the student body at least
twice a year. The holder of the office performs other duties as directed hy the president.

Contribution lists

Harry Fabian
Sr., Industrial design
HOG

Victoria Johnson
Sr., Office management
REAL

Students should vote for me because I
represent the student body as a whole
I am a commuter student. so I can
represent the commuter vote. I want to see
the money that comes into the A.S. from
every student spent in a responsible manner. And I would like to represent the student body - not just special interest
groups, but the entire student body.

Because my party is representative of
hedonistic
’80s type of people
and opportunistic.

currently director of personnel. My
Iam
record is one of integrity, education and
success. I have involved more students. . . than any of the previous officers in
getting (them) involved in student committees, university committees and with the
Associated Students. That’s very important
because getting students involved is what is
it is all about.

Q

What are your priorities for inanaging and spending student
money’?

priorities would he to see that
Mymoney as spent in a way that
would most effectively provide
programs for the entire campus communit v
the entire campus student body
instead ol just serving specific special interests groups.

Basically on my party platform we’re
just going to spend the money and
have a good time and have some
tun
beer and pizza and generally have a
good time.

Q

What problems and challenges
do you foresee for your office
over the coming year?

higgest challenge I see would be
The
with the fee decrease, if it gets on the
ballot and passes, deciding which
programs are 1111)Si deserv ing of the funding, which ones are most beneficial and
which ones really don’t need any funding,
because the controller plays a big part in
which programs will he funded.

Why should students vote for

Q

do you perceive your role
QHow
within the A.S. and the univer18 sity?

Steve Cressy
Sr., Business
ASAP

Iperceive my role in the university and
in the Associated Students government
as working in cooperation with the
president of the A.S. in formulating a budget. . . . to represent each and every individual of the student body as hest lean and
to efficiently and responsibly spend the
money that they have put in the Associated
Students.

Not

too much.

Both (are) important because the controller has a lot of control over the
money and over special allocations.
so it’s important.

Ithink its the controller’s responsibilit>
to promote the budget and the special
allocations project and account stipulations, and to respectfully budget the student’s money. My priorities would be to
fund student groups. organizations that
have students in them to fund groups that
are educational and instructurally related groups. Student groups.
biggest challenge would be that
The
there isn’t enough’ money for the
groups that come before the A .S
board. And the controller needs to he re
sponsible with each organization that
comes before the special allocations committee and budget committee, and should
look very cafefully at the request and make
intellegent decisions.
There is a budget committee for student groups and also the president
has her own budget review committe
and the budget we prepare must go before
the President for approval. I think of the
controller and the university interacting
with different organizations on campus,
and the different offices, such as the President’s office, approving our final budget.

Advertising
All three universities’ election hoards
have outlined places where advertisements can
he placed and restrictions on the sizes of adver
tisements.
"Why certain areas?" asked Cellini
"Part of it is to not have campaign literature
and posters explode all over campus.
"The election hoard has been free, with
concurrence of the university, to set as many or
as few of the locations as possible," he said.
"For example, there are two more this year
than there were last year."
There are seven advertising locations on
campus and candidates are "very good about
interpreting those boundaries and keeping
within them," he added.

Ballots
Ballot counting begins at SJSU in the
computer center after polls close at 8 p.m.,
March 26.
In 1985 and 1986 ballots were taken to
Cal State Hayward’s computer center because
SJSU got "rid of the computers that could read
them." Cellini said.
"This year the ballots have been redesigned to he read on our local computer," he
said. "It’s been a continuing need. Everyone
wanted to (have new ballots designed): the
election board. the AS.. myself, the computer
center.’
Before 1982, ballots were tabulated by
hand, and it was very time consuming, Cellini
said

Cal State Affairs

Personnel

The Associated Students director of
personnel works with the director of communication. promoting awareness of vacancies in the A.S. and on university committees. The director also promotes student
involvement in these groups.
The director serves as liaison between
the A.S. and SJSU students as the organization’s personnel officer. The office
holder is responsible for keeping record of
the personnel status of all A.S. and university committees.

Another change in SJSU’s election code
requires candidates to submit an itemized list Mall campaign contributions and expenditures to
the election hoard three days before the general
election and five days after voting is completed.
"The feeling was if we’re raising the
spending limit so high that it allows people to
spend a lot more money . . the electorate has
a right to know where it’s coming from and
where it is going," Cellini said.
San Francisco State’s A.S. hoard requires
candidates to turn in itemized contribution lists
three days after election results are published,
hut not before. Feccia said.

Jill Cisowski
Jr., International Business
ASAP

Michele G. Bertolone
Jr., Social Science
REAL

Q

Why should students vote for

Ithink I’m very expenenced from being
an Academic Senator last term. I got
the experience of being on A.S. not directly. hut indirectly, by being a senator. I
think I have the qualifications necessary. I
attend the Wednesday meetings every now
and then. so I know what they do. I think I
could do a good job as personnel (director)
just because of the experience I’ve had.

three reasons. The first one is ap
For
proachability
students being
able to come to me and communicate
their needs and their ideas. The second is
initiative. . . developing and implement
ing the ideas. The third is follow-through
It’s very well and goixt to have a wonderful idea. It’s not worth anything if you
don’t follow through.

Q

What are your priorities for managing and spending student
money?

Ithink the A.S. should spend money effectively and the most beneficially to
the student. We should recognize the
students . . . and the clubs that request
money We should go over (a request)
thorough]
. . and really see if (ii) is
benefiting the students. I would like to see
the organizations who have student participation .
getting the money.

budget is not determined by one
The
person, first of all; it’s a collective
effort by the budget committee. On
that budget committee, there are three student -at -large positions, which as director
of personnel, would be my job to make
sure get tilled. The student -at -large positions are extremely important. This is a
NW,’ that students can get involved.

Q

What problems and challenges
do you foresee for your office
over the coming year?

Iwould like to see a new program hoard
elected so that we could plan programs
that are beneficial to the students, such
as concerts . . like Huey Lewis and the
News and major people. And I think that
this will he a problem because we’ll have
it
to see exactly what the students want
there is a need for that, if they’d like to
have concerts and big programs.

Alot of students don’t realin how
much power that Associated Students has access to. It’s exciting to
me because this is a chance for people to
get really involved. We’re serving a community of students who have other outside
commitments. Ti) get them on campus.
spending some time in student committees.
is a real challenge.

Q

How do you perceive your role
within the A.S. and the univer
sity?

role as personnel director will
Myhe to notify the students when
there is an opemng on a committee and notify them immediately. And I
will schedule prompt interviews and pick
the most experienced person to fill that position. My role within the university is to
make sure that the students are aware of
when there is an opening.

design of my office to create a
It’s in the
real strong bond between the A.S. and
the student body. I believe that
have a right to know what’s
students
going on. They also have an obligation to
know what’s going on in terms of where
their money is being spent and what things
are going on. I’m really looking forward to
working toward this end.

The director of California state student affairs is responsible for keeping the
A.S. hoard of directors informed about
current decisions and proposed changes in
policies affecting SJSU in the California
State University sytem and the state Legis
lature.
Also serving as the official SJSU representative to the California State Student
Association, this director works with the
director of communication in promoting
awareness of pending legislation concerning students and student affairs.

Tom Boothe
Sr., Business
REAL

Q

Why should students vote for
you?

Students should vote for me because I
care. because I’ll work for them, and
because I have experience. I’ve proven myself to he dedicated to student issues and to promote student interests. 11
I’m beholden to any interest, it’s the student interest.

Q

What are your priorities for ma. naging and spending student
money?

Ibelieve that Instructional Related Ac
tivities and those items which enhance
education and educational opportunity, or interaction between students. are
important those things which benefit
students. I’ll put a highest priority on edu
cational opportunities.

Q

What problems and challenges
do you foresee for your office
. over the coming year?

That depends on a lot 01 siiriahles
One of the things that has to he
looked at is the Gann limit. Post
secondaryeducation is getting caught in
the squeeze. We need people to be out
there fighting for students. If someone
doesn’t get out there and do it. then we’re
going to have very little, because they’ve
got to scale hack .

Q

Flow do you perceive your role
within the A.S. and the universky?

m elected to office by the
I9 students . . to represent them. I
take that very seriously. You have
lobe out there communicating with them
If you don’t know your campus very well.
how can you he there representing 26,170
students? I know San Jose State University very well. I think that’s a prerequisite
to going to a statewide body.

